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Dear Parents and Students, welcome to 2017! We
would especially like to welcome the Secondary
Ones and their parents to the CHIJ SJC Family.

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS
We would like to congratulate the Class of 2017 for
their hard work and significant value-added
achievements at the 2016 N and O-level exams.

N-LEVEL RESULTS 2016
All 4NT subjects had passes that were higher than
those at national level with the distinction rates for
4NT English, CPA, Chinese, Malay, Tamil and
Science being higher than those at national level.
All 4NA subjects had passes that were higher than
those at national level with the distinction rates for
4NA English, Literature, Combined Humanities,
Science, Mathematics and Additional Mathematics
being higher than those at national level.
Our Top Performing Normal Technical Student
with at least 3 As:
 Wong Li Min Lynette
Our Top Performing Normal (Academic)
Students with at least 4 N-level Distinctions:
 Britney Ong Jia Qi
 Ho Weng Yann Chelsea
 Holly Heng QuiQing
 Shermaine Anne Veno
 Ang XinYi Clarisse
 Jensin Ang Sin Yee
 Claire Tan Jing Xuan
 Jacqueline Chin You Hui
 Cera Heng
Top 5 4NA students with value-added results:
 Shermaine Anne Veno
 Roschendhini D/O Seleyan
 Rejoice Anne Bautista Chicote
 Tan Sing Teng, Dayna
 Reyes Emily Mary

O-LEVEL RESULTS 2016
Distinction rates for English Language, Chinese,
Malay, Tamil, Higher Tamil, Higher Malay,
Combined Humanities, Mathematics, Additional
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, Physics and
Science for the 4E cohort were higher than those at
national level.
Distinction rates for English Language, Combined
Humanities, Science, Literature, Food and Nutrition,
Malay and Tamil for the 5N cohort were higher than
those at national level.
Our Express Students with 8 Distinctions:
 Soh Pei Qi, Peggy (4D)
 Bachhas Nikita (4D)
 Nicole Tan Li Qing (4D)
 Nur Hazlinda (4D)
 Low Xin Yi (4D0
 Carissa Yap Ning Yuan (4D)
 Lakshmana Kumar (4D)
Our Express Students with 7 Distinctions:
 Kong Zhe-Hui (4D)
 Fatima Co Pepito (4D)
 Sharen D/O Asif (4D)
 Toh Yeh Yun (4D)
 Kyna Khoo Ru Bin (4D)
 Tan Jia Wen (4D)
 Michelle Lee Mei Ling (4D)
 Chevonne Wong (4E)
 Poon Wai Yee Victoria (4D)
Our Express Students with 6 Distinctions:
 Marie Dorothea Oei (4G)
 Sarah Ibrahim (4F)
 Nicole Lai (4G)
 Erisa Yap (4E)
 Foo Xinyi (4G)
 Hilliary Nah En-En (4E)
 Aaliyah Hanna (4D)
 Georgia Jacinta Lee (4E)
 Chung Xing Yi (4D)
 Seah Min Hui Michelle (4F)
 Deonna Ang Yuan Ting (4D)
 Sarah Ann Arriola Jia Xin (4F)
Our Top Express Students with 5 Distinctions:
 Farm An Qi (4H)
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Chua Ying Jie (4G)
Sharmine Tan (4D)
Ocubillo Leianne Armada (4E)
Sheryl Ang Yu Hui (4D)
Liu Ruiyan (4E)
Chong Lei Ling Kassandra (4D)
Bernice Peng Jia Hui (4D)

JANUARY HIGHLIGHTS: ORIENTATION CAMPS
As always, SJCians welcomed 2017 with our
annual orientation camps. Here are highlights!
CAMP SPIRITO, OUR SECONDARY 1 CAMP THAT IS
RUN BY STUDENT LEADERS AND SJC TEACHERS
Camp Spirito inducted Secondary Ones into the IJ
Family. Secondary Ones learnt about the values
of the IJ schools and the challenges that our
founders experienced in establishing these
schools for girls. Our newbies forged new ties
with classmates, schoolmates, seniors and
teachers through team-building challenges.
Alumni returned to serve as the oldest tier of
Orientation Student Leaders, uniting the cohort
through creating common experiences and
conversations. Alumni also shared with juniors
the importance of doing their best in everything
that they do.

Our Express Students with 5 Distinctions:
 Kessler Alisha Jewel (4G)
 Chan Jiamin Judith (4D)
 Oh Rui En Jemaine (4G)
 Chia Song Ling Jean (4D)
 Chai Xin Yi Angeline (4H)
 Quek Swee Kynn Samantha (4G)
 Chan Wan Ting Valerie (4G)
 Denise Toh Ru Xuan (4F)
 Davina Sharmaine Patrick (4G)
 Ang Jia Wen, Nikki (4E)
 Ashley Tay (4F)
 Sheby Elsa James (4D)
 Britney Go Hui Min (4G)
 Gan Kee Hwee, Joyce Olivia (4E)
 Michelle Stephanie Lee (4D)
 Pereira Cheryl Natasha (4F)
 Jermaine Ting Shi Jie (4H)
 Alyssa Chong Rei (4G)
 Alicia Lim Zhiyan (4F)
 Sheryl Teo Rui En (4D)
 Nur Darwisyah (4D)
 Bhargavi Santosh (4E)
 Chua Ming Hui, Joan (4G)
 Rio Andrea Nicole Morada (4E)
 Dion Loke Hui Shan (4E)
 Lon Hwee Yee, Serena (4D)
Our Sec 5NA Students with 2 or
Distinctions:
 Shameera (5A)
 Lyka Mae Erodias (5A)
 Clariss Tan Wan Ting (5A)
 Kristie Chay Hui Min (5A)
 Shasha Maria (5A)
 Koh Sze Tien (5B)
 Chow Li Qing (5B)
 Chelsea Katherine de Mello (5B)

More

Secondary Ones being inducted by a senior
during the IJ Trail
I really enjoyed orientation camp because there was so
many fun and exciting activities. One activity that I
really enjoyed was travelling to CHIJMES and learning
more about the IJ history through the various games
planned for us. Walking around Seng Kang also helped
me to learn more about the area. I made a lot of new
friends and learnt to be more patient. The games
taught me to work together as a group and I had so
much fun cheering and playing games. It was the best
camp ever! - Izzatuneesha Binte Izhar (1A)

Our 2016 L1B5 for the 4Express is 15.7 and L1B4
for the 5N is 21.9. 96.6% and 81.1% of the 2016
Sec 4Express cohort qualified for Polytechnic and
JC respectively. 62.1% and 10.8% of the Sec 5
cohort qualified for Polytechnic and JC respectively.
We would like to thank Parents and the PSG for
their support.

The station where we had to find the puzzle pieces that
were hidden by the instructors was the most interesting
to me. Through the station, I have learnt more about
the Sengkang floating island and the reason why it was
called a fruit plantation. During the trail, we worked
together as a class to figure out the clue given at each
station and discussed the shortest mode of transport to
get around Sengkang. - Crystal Chai Hui Ting (1B)
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stations using the clues given by the station master.
During the game, we had some difficulties identifying
the LRT stations but we were able to overcome these
by working as a team. In the end, we managed to
figure out all the LRT stations in Sengkang. — Parro
Yzza Marie Parawan (1H)

JANUARY ORIENTATION CAMPS

During the Transition Talk, I learnt that I need to
prioritise my work. In particular, during examination
period, I should refrain from accessing social media
platforms and focus on my revision. Passion for Self
Talk shows me that I should not give up even when
under pressure and that I should work with others. –
Phoebe Wong Yi Xin (1H)

Secondary Ones touring CHIJMES
The camp finale helped us to bond as a class. During the
preparation for the finale, we got to know each other’s
musical preferences and by sharing ideas and discussing,
we got much closer and got to know our classmates’ likes
and dislikes. - Joelle Joy Lim Xin Yi (1D)
I found the Baby House station during the IJ Trail most
meaningful as it shows me how hard the nuns had to work
to give the orphans shelter with the limited resources they
had in the past. I also learnt about the hardships faced by
the nuns and how under privileged the orphans were at
that time. This is important as I should not take things for
granted and appreciate what I have. During Team Building
Games, I learnt I need to trust the person next to us to
guide us when we are blindfolded and how to apply the
values of love and integrity into my life. I learnt to love my
friends and to provide help when they need and to have
the integrity to do the right things even when no one is
watching. This included telling the leaders when we break
a rule while playing team building games even though
they had not seen us breaking the rules. - Nagothu
Harshitha (1F)

Secondary Ones during the Sengkang Trail
The most interesting station in Sengkang Trail for me is
“Map the Route” station as it helps me to locate the LRT

Secondary Ones exploring Punggol
LTC Leaders’/Instructors’ Reflections:
I enjoyed the process a lot. Although planning was
challenging, it made us bond better as we supported
one another through sacrificing time to do whatever
work we were supposed to do. These friendships that
were forged during the planning process made the
execution process much easier because we can all
trust one another and also had fun without feeling out
of place or awkward. I have enjoyed myself very
much, and am very grateful that I have experienced it
with such a great TEAM. I managed to achieve what I
set out initially that was to have more confidence in
myself and my briefings, to step out of my comfort
zone and push myself to make the camp more
enjoyable for the Sec Ones. – Vernise Ang Ser Min
(3B)
Being an Overall-In-Charge for the IJ trail helped me a
lot as I learnt to be more flexible. When it started
drizzling at CHIJMES, I had to quickly bring the
Campers to a shelter as I did not want them to sit
under the rain. I also learnt to be a caring person
towards my peers and always constantly ask my
department if they needed help and also to ask them
to drink up. The process made me realise how
important my role was in my department. It also made
me realise that I have to always step up at different
points of time, taking the initiative to help my peers. –
Christine Seow Sok Xuan (3G)
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I enjoyed the process of planning for the camp because I
have learnt a lot of new skills as a leader and also
become more confident in projecting what I want to say.
I have also learnt to communicate better with different
groups of people to either learn from them or help them
in whatever they need. – Joie Tan Ru Yi (4C)

back to find out what was the main problem and then
thought of the most effective way to improve the
current situation. Through this experience of being a
Chief, I learnt to be more confident in the way I lead
my T.E.A.M. and also to better manage my emotions
when I encounter difficulties along the way. – Shevin
Teng Wan Xuan (4D)

One of the most important things I have learnt is to
always look out for my team mates. Without my team
members, the camp would not have happened. No
matter how committed I was in my work, if I did not have
team mates, we would not have been successful. The
camp was a team effort which is why it is important that
we look out for one another and ensure that everyone is
okay. I have also learnt to be more confident. Having to
speak in front of the Sec Ones was intimidating but with
each class I got better and more relaxed which allowed
me to be confident. The last thing I have learnt is to
communicate effectively. If I have any doubts I should
clarify and not assume. If I do not communicate
effectively
with
my
team,
there
will
be
misunderstandings. It is important to communicate well
theso that everyone is on the same page and it is easier to
work together as a team to accomplish our goals. –
Kameela Rajendran (3D)

Transition talks to ease in the Secondary Ones

Our LTC Camp Instructors made up of upper sec
seniors and alumni who had returned to serve
It was a really meaningful experience guiding my
T.E.A.M.. I learnt that as IC, I should focus on looking at
the overall picture instead of just being operational.
Having been through the 2016 Sec One Orientation
Camp, I knew the processes and things to be done at
each segment of the camp. During planning, I learnt a lot
from the Leaders as they brought in new ways of
conducting each segment for efficiency through better
organization. Being a Chief was challenging as the
T.E.A.M’s attitude and energy during planning and
execution depended mostly on us. We had to constantly
reflect on our tone when we spoke to the T.E.A.M. so
that we were approachable but firm. It was also stressful
at times when things did not go the way we had planned
but with everyone’s support, I was able to take a step

During
the
submissions
of
proposal, I was able
to model the way by
vetting and editing
the proposals on time
so I set a good
example
as
an
Overall
In-Charge.
Also,
during
the
Camp itself, I had the
sense of urgency so
that the Campers will
also follow.
My
Department and I
have the same goal
of making TeamBuilding Games a fun

Team-Building Games
and exciting trail for the Sec Ones. T.E.A.M. LTC has
the same goal for the Campers which is for the
Campers to cultivate a sense of belonging in CHIJ
SJC. I faced many challenges in Camp but they
made me stronger and a better leader. Going through
the process with the Leaders, Instructors and Alumni
made it more enjoyable. They supported me, guided
me, helped me and encouraged me. Whenever I look
back at the Camp, I feel a sense of accomplishment
for completing the challenges. – Chng Cheng Yi (3D)
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CAMP CHALLENGE, THE SECONDARY 2 MATHSSCIENCE CREATIVE THINKING CAMP
Designed to build passion for learning that is beyond the
classroom, the Secondary 2 camp involved behind the
scenes tours of Jurong Bird Park or the Zoological
Gardens to learn about the biology and chemistry of
veterinary science. Students also experimented with
various occupations at Kidzania, and applied
Mathematical concepts along a Mathematics Trail in
school.

Trying their hand at deejaying at Kidzania

Camp Tee Design by Tan Jia Yi Megan (2B)

At first, I thought the trip to the zoo might be boring
but when we were told we were going to see how
animals were taken care of and how the
zookeepers helped them breed, it was very
interesting for me. I would recommend this same
camp to the future Secondary Twos! - Justine Yeo
(2B)

At Kidzania, while trying the jobs, we also learn
about qualifications and salaries. The trip makes
me more aware about what I want to pursue and
how I want to go about it. Now, I know what
subjects I want to focus on. After the 3 days of
camp, I realised that Science is the field I want to
be in. At the Science Challenge, I was exposed
to the wonders of Science and it aroused my
curiosity. I will do more research online to find out
more. – Veanna Ranka (2E)

My favourite activity of the camp was going to
Kidzania. At Kidzania, I got to experience many
different jobs. I learnt that earning money is not
easy. I also understood the importance of
teamwork during the camp. There were many tasks
that involved teamwork. I hope that there will be
more camps like this. - Az Zahra Yi En Imran(2B)
I enjoyed going to the zoo. I learnt that many animals are
killed because of our selfish human ways. We should not
support the illegal animal trade. We should conserve
Nature so that the younger generation can see it too. We
should practice more environmentally-friendly actions. Faith Quek E-Cheng (2B)

Simulation of a research testing laboratory
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We went to Kidzania on the 4th of January and learnt and
experienced many different things there. We got to
experience many occupations. We got paid for some jobs
that we did. We learnt how to save money by depositing
the amount in a bank account and withdrawing it when the
need arises. We had the freedom to explore the place with
our classmates and friends from other Secondary 2
classes. We fostered positive peer interactions through the
activities. On the 5th of January, we went to the zoo. We
learnt more about the animals, their habitats and how
selfish human activities are affecting these animals. We
went behind the scenes, too! The activities definitely
encouraged a passion for conserving our environment.
During the Science trail held in school, we had to use our
creativity to make a catapult. All in all, the camp increased
our self-awareness and we saw the importance of
teamwork. We managed to undertake challenges with the
spirit of excellence. We truly had a great time! - Jaspreet
Kaur Jastol (2B)

all about trying to complete the tasks we were
given. However, after this camp, my perception has
shifted. Through the activities, we forged strong,
supportive relationships with our classmates and
teachers. We learnt the importance of acceptance
and tolerance among classmates. - Tan Jia Yi
Megan (2B)

Experimenting in the SJC Labs
The Math Camp was an eye-opening experience as it
allowed me to make a clear connection between my
life and Mathematics. Before this, I only viewed Math
as an academic subject. After going through the
camp, I saw how Math is applicable to my daily life,
for example when counting objects, calculating costs
and also reading of time. I also learnt the importance
of thinking out of the box when looking for solutions
and also reading questions carefully. This is also
applicable to my other subjects/ studies. – Kajita Kyo
Claire (2D)

Experimenting in the SJC labs
I never thought that folding a paper aeroplane, a very
simple task, could be so interesting. I did not know that
there was that many ways to fold a paper plane and that
there were different ways to make it stay in the air longer or
fly a longer distance. It was only after my research and
design of the aeroplane that i learnt all this. This activity
taught me that I need to persevere and work hard in 2017. I
must also be creative and be a good team player in order
to succeed. – Mabel Choi Jingyi (2G)
I learnt that I need to be more patient and determined to
reach my goals. I must also not give up easily and try to
solve my problems. And communicating well with my
friends is important. – Tan Ci Qi Amelissa (2E)
This camp provided me with an opportunity to improve my
social skills. Most activities involved teamwork, allowing us
to bond and develop new friendships by connecting with
our classmates whom we do not communicate with
regularly in school. I used to believe that camp was just

My group faced problems when building a bridge out
of ice cream sticks, it would always collapse. My
group solved this problem by working together and
helping one another stabilise the bridge. From the
building of the bridge, I found out that I can be quite
patient and persistent, especially when I have
interest in what I am doing. I hope I can be more
patient and persistent when facing obstacles in my
studies as I believe these two qualities can help me
improve. - Faith Goh En Yi (2D)
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I learnt many things during the Science Olympic
Games. Firstly, I think I need to improve on being
more patient. I realised this when I became very
impatient when I was building the bridge and was
frustrated that no matter how hard I tried to fix the
bridge, it fell apart. Secondly, I learnt how teamwork
is needed to get things done. We solved the problem
by working together with my team members and with
more practice. Lastly, it helped me realise that I am a
visual learner because I learnt faster and understood
better after watching the instructional video. – Adeline
Tan Wan Ning (2D)

CAMP METAMORPHOSIS, THE SECONDARY 3 CAMP
THAT EMPHASIZES COMMUNITY VALUES.
Secondary Threes were inducted into upper
secondary through a camp that focused on
deepening their awareness of social issues through
community work with the elderly. Through analysis of
articles about our silver tsunami and carefully tailored
experiences, students experienced a little of the
sensory challenges and deprivations that the elderly
struggle with before the Secondary Threes assisted
at the elder care centres.

Teamwork, knowing one another and bonding with others
are important. There will be higher possible chances to
work well as we know each other. We explored
perspective games. For example, sorting out black and
green beans in a medicine container using a glove. At
first, I did not think it was a difficult task to accomplish
and did not think from the perspective of the elderly while
doing the task. After completing the task, I start to stand
in the shoes of the elderly and see what their difficulties
are in life, what they feel when their hands are not within
their control to do something. Through these
experiences, I think that I can better understand the
elderly and how to take care of them better. I can also
use these learning points in my daily life. – Kalista Tan Li
Ying (3B)

I have learnt that we should empathize with other
people, like people who have blur vision, who are
hard of hearing, and people who are blind, so we
should help people with disabilities. Most important of
all is to always be patient to one another – Kazandra
(3A)
We understood more about the elderly and how we
have to be patient. We even felt how the older people
feel when they cannot see or hear. Now I should be
patient with my grandparents. I had to work as a team
and be patient with one another, even though we
argued a lot. All of my classmates must be more
enthusiastic and participate in all activities. The
elderly can be fun and exciting. To be very honest, I
thought it will be awkward performing. I did not expect
elderly to be cheerful and supportive. This is the first
time I am not awkward with the elderly. – Siti Nur
Natasha (3A)

In teamwork, we need everyone on the team to be linked
in ideas and actions. We don’t have to be the same
because it is through our differences that we can find
different solutions to our problems. Team members
should all be treated equally as everyone plays a role for
the team to succeed. A team will only be as strong as
their weakest link. – Elizabeth Santhosh (3D)
You do not judge people by their looks. It takes some
effort and responsibility caring for the elderly. But I have
learned mostly on love; to respect and care for everyone.
– Audrey Wee (3B)
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We have to deal with failure and greet it like a friend
with an open heart. By doing this, we think more
broadly and not just wrap ourselves around the more
obvious things of failure – Negativity. On a white paper,
when you put a black dot in the middle of the people,
people tend to see the more obvious, the black dot
rather than the white blank space. Even though there is
more positivity than negativity, we tend to see the
negativity, which is just a small black dot in our lives. I
learnt that instead of considering things as a failure, we
should consider them as another new way that you
found that does not work. Moreover, I learnt that when
your loved ones are happy, you share their happiness
and instead, of being sad that you didn’t get what they
got. - Rithanya (3G)

I should be more appreciative of the small things in life.
At the elder care centre, I was very touched by what
one aunty said: “We always play for fun, it doesn’t
matter about the prize”. That opened me up to be more
grateful, doing a good deed without expecting anything
in return. – Ysabelle Dana (3C)
Elderly need a lot of care and concern from us because
some are not able to take care of themselves and some
of them do not have their children to take care of them.
We need to appreciate our own grandparents too. –
Valerie (3C)

Singapore has one of the fastest ageing populations.
The elderly struggle through their daily lives and require
us or their helpers to be patient and understanding
towards them as they are disadvantaged and face
physical weakness like immobility. – Beverley Wong
(3D)

Unity is what brings everyone together. During the
activity on “Resilience”, the camp facilitators asked if
we wanted to give up. However, we pressed on
because we are united and have a common goal-to
complete the challenge. The teambuilding game is
about sharing burdens and “tying” each other together.
I was lifted up and felt extremely united with my group
mates who supported me all the way. The constructions
were significant as the knots tie the class and put us
together - strong and tight. During Finale Night, the
class cheer was also significant as it symbolised the
togetherness of 3D. – Beatrice Looi Mei Yu (3D)

Old folks are not helpless even though they are
disadvantaged in any way and that we should respect
them and their wishes. We should also be very tactful
and understand what they have gone through. I learnt
how to empathise with them and be understanding as
their mobility and vision would slowly deteriorate. We
can benefit from the knowledge and skills they can
impart to future generations. – Sylvia Tan (3E)
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CAMP ASPIRATIONS, THE SECONDARY 4 AND 5 CAMP
The Sec 4/5 Level Camp focused on raising our
graduating students’ awareness of future job trends and
post-secondary pathways. Students attended a workshop
at the Lifelong Learning Centre where they gained
insights into personal digital branding The UNWomen
STEM workshop offered them insights into careers in the
STEM industry. Visits to the polytechnics where they
were given detailed guided tours of polytechnic options
and talks by representatives from SUTD and SMU
offered insights into university courses. Students also
attended the Brain Explorer exhibit at the Science Centre
and talks on the adolescent brain so that they would be
motivated to manage their own learning better. They
attended the Avengers’ Marvel Exhibit where they had a
chance to play with virtual reality. 4A students had the
opportunity to stay overnight at a hotel and were given a
detailed behind-the-scenes tour of a large hotel to get a
glimpse into the tourism and service industry.
One thing I learned is we should have confidence in our
future. The level camp activities planned for us guided us
to think about our future and how we can apply skills
needed by the future workforce. It also gives us a few
new insights into future job trends and their requirements
if we want to pursue these as dreams and aspirations.
This helps us to be better prepared to equip ourselves for
the future. - Jolene Png, 4E
Passion fuels action. As long as you have the passion for
something, you will be spurred to continue doing working
for your goal. I learnt that I learn best through visuals
during the brain based learning lesson with my form
teachers. I use simple symbols to help me memorise long
texts if I need to. Some bad habits are procrastinating
and using my phone constantly. I will read The Straits
Times everyday to improve my English speaking and
writing skills. I will also start organising and planning time
better. – Valerie Foo, 4H

During the STEM workshop, we needed to work as a
team. With all our different ideas, we had to
compromise. We learnt to work in teams making the
artefact and during the oral presentation.
I was
surprised about the video entitled: “What do you
make?” which showed children naming male scientists
but having difficulties naming female scientists. It
surprised me to think that so many women inventors
were not fully recognised for their amazing inventions.
– Valerie Ang, 4B

Constructing and designing paper bridges at the
UNSTEM workshop
I learn about the hospitality industry and the hard work
involved. It is interesting to hear how the chief
housekeeper handles difficult enquiries from the
customers. One of the stories he shared with us was
how the hotel room service had a request for
painkillers. The hotel staff was not supposed to
provide medicine for the hotel guests and he had to
arrange for hotel staff to buy the painkillers for the
hotel guest. – Allie Nadia , 4A
The Avenger Exhibition used a lot of virtual reality.
With virtual reality, we can experience different kinds
of situations that we may not get to face without VR.
But, with more VR technology in our lives, we may
also lose contact with the real environment and also
forgot about nature. – Breanna Koh, 4G
The Avengers’ Exhibition emphasized that everyone
can be an achiever in life. We all want to be achievers
in life. The reality sets in when we question ourselves
about how we are to going achieve these goals. I will
change my lifestyle by spending more quality time to
put my plan into action. We can dream to be
successful in life but we have to make sure we plan
and play our part in achieving our desired future. –
Leonna Karen 4G

Secondary Fours at the Lifelong Learning
Exploration Exhibit
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